
Check our capability at www.catana.aero

YOUR TOOLING SPECIALIST
Catana
Zuilensteinsingel 112
2151 EL Nieuw-Vennep
The Netherlands

Tel./fax: +31 (0) 252-687267
info@catana.aero
www.catana.aero

On our website you will find an overview of our capabilities. Besides generic information 

there is a specific search engine where you can search by tool, CMM, component or 

application. You will be able to see all tooling required for a specific CMM or component 

and the tooling that we can provide. Specific tool information is also available.

Customers who have bought tools from CATANA have access to detailed information 

such as revision data, user instructions, project status and down loadable technical 

data sheets and tool drawings.
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training

manufacturing

about catana

engineering

Besides tooling, proper 

training is essential when 

you want to expand your 

capabilities. We have 

access to engineers who 

have many years of 

hands-on experience as 

flight mechanic that can 

help you with your 

training requirements. 

They can train you at your 

facilities or support you 

on a case-to-case basis 

as part of a support 

agreement.
 

CATANA is a company founded in 2005 and designs and manufactures 

tooling for aircraft maintenance. Our customers are MRO's and 

component shops who are looking to extend their maintenance 

capabilities or to improve existing tooling. CATANA aims to provide you 

with a complete set of tooling at affordable cost.

CATANA can source tooling for you in the market, but in many cases 

CATANA will design tooling for a particular CMM or application. CATANA 

is keen on incorporating user experience and best practices to 

continuously improve our tooling designs. We don't stop after shipping 

the tool. We want you to be completely satisfied when using our tools. 

With the tooling that we supply we provide our customers with a 

detailed user instruction.

CATANA has extensive experience in tool design and is using 

sophisticated tools and materials in engineering and production to 

realize the best designs at affordable cost. We work with engineers 

that have over 20 years of experience in designing tools for aerospace. 

Tools that are used in repair and overhaul as well as in production. Any 

tooling problem that you might have can be resolved by our team!

technical data sheets

The range of tools that we can supply is extensive and in our current 

portfolio you will find primarily mechanical or electro-mechanical 

tooling. Just a sample:
* seal installation tools
* torque adapters and wrenches
* extractors and installation tooling
* disassembly and assembly fixtures
* test fixtures and test blocks
* electronic test boxes

In case tools are produced by CATANA the tools are clearly marked 

with the CATANA toolnumber and the OEM reference. Toolsets with 

multiple parts have each part numbered separately for easy reference.

Each tool is provided with a technical datasheet which tells the user 

for which applications the tool can be used and how it must be applied. 

The Technical Datasheet can also be downloaded from our website.

CATANA works with 

specialized tooling 

manufacturers who have 

state-of-the-art 

equipment and produce 

tooling and parts for the 

automotive, semi-

conductor and 

aerospace industry in 

Europe.

products
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